Lord of the Aryan Nations

By Abe Ovittar

I have known persecution and oppression all my life. Newman Brittain says and clasps his calling hands above his coffee cup to an ecumenical prayer. "Opposition and persecution. We were more discriminated against than any Jew or Mexican in the west." He pauses. Considerably his hand.

"We know the contents of all this." Newman Brittain, a lifelong member of the KKK, has been discretely active in white supremacist circles for much of his life. Brittain was born in 1905 in Alabama, and grew up in a family of sharecroppers. He attended a private school in the south, where he was taught that blacks were inferior and that whites were superior. Brittain joined the KKK in 1928, and has been an active member ever since.

Brittain is one of the most prominent leaders in the white supremacist movement in the United States. He is the leader of the Ku Klux Klan in the western United States, and has been involved in many of the organization's most controversial activities. He has been involved in several instances of violence, including the bombing of a black church in Alabama.

"We believe in our own race," Brittain said. "We believe that our race is superior, and that we should be able to live our lives without interference from outsiders." Brittain's beliefs are shared by many members of the KKK, who believe that non-whites should be kept in their place and that whites should be allowed to live their lives without interference from outsiders.

Brittain is a man of integrity, and his beliefs are held in high regard by many members of the KKK. He is a respected leader, and his words are listened to by many others. He is a man of action, and his beliefs are put into practice in his daily life.
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New kid
PLAYER IN TOWN

Backyard Frontline is to the
Nordic-influenced world of
outdoor games what the
backyard-frontline genre
is to the urban landscape:
fun, friendly, and a little
bit taller.

TWINS BAY

SOME BANKS
CHARGE YOU
A NICKEL HERE,
A DIME THERE.

WE SAY, “WAIT A MINUTE, THAT’S FIFTEEN CENTS.”

Washington Mutual

No longer will you have to sign
up for a free checking account
wondering if it’s actually free. Or wait
for some obscure check to show up on your
statement. So, when we say our checking is
free, we’re not kidding. That means no direct
deposit requirement, no monthly service fee, no
minimum balance requirement, no per check
charge, no fee to return your cancelled checks.
MASTERS THESIS EXCERPTS:

1. From the diary of W.B., Feb. 2, 1984, "The third day of snowfall in Canada, 10 A.M., by stage coach to Riverside station. The train to San Diego, then to San Francisco, stay in hotel, eat in hotel, cannot leave hotel because of snow." Feb. 4, 1984, "At 9 p.m., snowfall still going on."

2. "Additional notes on the railroad are made at 10 A.M., Feb. 15, 1984, "The railroad is now open for business."

3. "Additional notes on the railroad are made at 10 A.M., Feb. 21, 1984, "The railroad is now open for business."

Mister Fox: once part of the Santa Margarita Ranch and named for Mr. Fox, Pennsylvania, this community grew along the railroad tracks when a developer purchased the first 300 acres in 1884.

5. "Additional notes on the railroad are made at 10 A.M., Feb. 27, 1984, "The railroad is now open for business."

UNFORGETTABLE
LONG-AGO SAN DIEGO

"MASTER OF CHINATOWN: THE LIFE OF
AN ECONOMIST, CHINESE MERCHANT AND
RAILROAD BUILDER OF SAN DIEGO"

ANDREW A. GRINTOS
MASTERS THESIS. 1952; 1979

As a Harvard-trained economist, he
was interested in the Chinese community of San Diego. His work focused on the economic contributions of Chinese merchants and their role in the development of the city.

In 1871, he arrived in San Diego, where he opened a store and became involved in local politics. His business acumen and political connections helped him become a prominent figure in the city's Chinese community.
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Crystralline

Exactitude

I was a little of age, and happened to be in the mountains of California, on a journey to...
Kim was on the fertility drug Clomid when she conceived three fraternal girls. She miscarried with her first two pregnancies. Because she had trouble conceiving, doctors at a fertility clinic recommended Clomid to jump-start egg production. During her second pregnancy, she found out she had diabetes. After that, she watched her diet carefully, lost 25 pounds, and then immediately became pregnant.

Kim knew she'd have three babies if she took Clomid and was ovulating, as she had always wanted boys. Although she spent the first trimester worrying about miscarrying and about having three babies at once, Kim saw the whole experience as a positive pregnancy. She bought enough clothes to suit three different tastes, but she was proud of her baby girls when they were born.

Multiple births have become more common in recent years, with 17,600 sets of twins born in 1988, up from 9,200 in 1978. The increase can be attributed to the use of fertility treatments, such as ovulation-induction drugs that help women conceive more than one egg at a time. Kim learned about Clomid during her own fertility treatment, but she never expected to have triplets.

Multiple births can have a significant impact on the mother's health. Kim took Tylenol with codeine for pain relief during her pregnancy and she had to be careful not to overdo it. She also had to be sure to take care of herself and get enough rest.

Kim's doctors were concerned about the possibility of preterm labor, which can occur when a woman is pregnant with three babies. They monitored her progress closely and advised her to rest as much as possible.

Kim's husband, Chris, was supportive and encouraging throughout the pregnancy. He often helped Kim with household chores and even went grocery shopping for her. He was excited to have three baby girls and was looking forward to the arrival of each one.

Kim and Chris decided to name their daughters after famous actresses. The oldest daughter is named Brooke, after Brooke Shields, and the other two are named Cameron and Robin, after Cameron Diaz and Robin Wright, respectively.

Kim delivered the triplets at 36 weeks gestation via cesarean section. The girls weighed 5 pounds, 11 ounces, 5 pounds, 11 ounces, and 5 pounds, 10 ounces, respectively.

Like most mothers of triplets, Kim found the hospital stay long and tiring. She was able to take her triplets home at the same time, though, and they were discharged within a week.
Come Celebrate Our Grand Opening in Sorrento Valley, Downtown San Diego & Carmel Mountain

CHOOSE YOUR OWN RATE PLAN:

600 Minutes '35'
per month. 750 pack $100 saving/mastercard.
1 year agreement - 30% introductory bonus.

750 Minutes '49'
per month. 750 pack $100 saving/mastercard.
1 year agreement - 30% introductory bonus.

1500 Minutes '79'
per month. 1500 pack $200 saving/mastercard.
1 year agreement - 30% introductory bonus.

2000 Minutes '89'
per month. 2000 pack $250 saving/mastercard.
1 year agreement - 30% introductory bonus.

Nokia 2190 Digital PCS Phone FREE*

Sorrento Valley / Mira Mesa
9410 SCRANTON RD. STE. 106
Sorrento Valley Shopping Center
619-457-8111

Carmel Mountain
11050 CARMELO MOUNTAIN RD. 818-851-1000

Downtown San Diego
212 BROADWAY
619-525-1200

Free Accessory Package

Pacific Bell

To order, fill out the order form at the back of this ad or call 1-877-ASK-PCS1

*Most units are unlocked. Some display may not be available. While supplies last. Prices subject to change. See store for details.

MAKE THE CALLS YOU WANT AND NEVER GET A BILL.

GTB

No contract. No monthly bill.

Make all the calls you want and never get a bill.

So you have a cell phone, but you don't know how to use it? In GTB Wireless, we understand. Talking is free. Paying bills isn't. That's why we're offering Prepaid Airtime. You just buy your time in advance, and when you use it, you pay for it. How you take advantage of this? Well, just bring in your own phone, or buy one of ours. Simple. In fact, for a limited time, you can get a Philips cordless phone plus a 33 Pcs Prepaid Airtime card for just $19.99. Don't forget, weekend rates are always 50% cheaper than weekday rates. With Prepaid Airtime, there's no annual contract, no monthly bill, no cap, no credit check, and no worries. We want to help you use your phone. Visit the GTB Wireless Center before you go. Or call us at one of the more than 5000 GTB Wireless agents nationwide.

Prepaid Airtime

GTB Wireless Center

10000 East Mission Blvd
La Jolla, CA 92037

1-800-880-4GTB
www.gtbglobal.com
Very small... Very light... Very digital

There are many reasons to buy an LG digital phone. The most important is Real Value. One of the smallest CDMA cordless phones in the market, the 2060 is a great buy. Superb audio quality, exceptionally reliable and solidable, it’s the best buy in its class. Its low battery and talk time make it ideal for those who need a reliable phone that can withstand the rigors of daily use.

Introducing the LG 2060
One of the smallest & lightest

Available at your local LG dealer.

LG
LG InfoComm, Inc.
Affordable Health Plans From Blue Shield of California

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Health Quote Brokers</th>
<th>San Diego, CA 92114</th>
<th>Phone: (800) 788-4678</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>John Lohman</td>
<td>863-4897</td>
<td>Ron Hertog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(619) 297-3070</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

San Diego's Most Advanced Cellular Network

GTE Wireless introduces 3 New Consumer Rate Plans!

- Starting at $25 per month
- Includes full price
- No extra charges
- Add $500 Night & Weekend Minutes for only $10

Call about our other new rate plans.

NEW ROAMING RATES as low as 35¢ per min. Western USA
as low as 50¢ per min. Entire USA

NEW DIGITAL AUDIOVOX CDM 3000 Dual Mode
- User-friendly icons
- 36-character alphanumeric
- CDMA technology
- Very tiny & light

Call for special price

Public Notice:
Atlas Wholesale Furniture Warehouse Furniture Sale!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>WOODS</th>
<th>BEDROOM</th>
<th>$250</th>
<th>$299</th>
<th>$29</th>
<th>$299</th>
<th>$299</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ALL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bedroom Gallery
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I’VE BEEN FAT
You’d be surprised what you pick up living a lifetime this way
ALL MY LIFE

Cathy Miller was eager to talk about being fat. "I’m not fat yet," she said, speaking in what sounded like the voice of a woman who’s just realized she’ll die if she doesn’t lose weight. "I mean, I don’t have a lot of weight to lose, but when I do, I’ll really notice the difference." She said it with a chuckle, almost as if she were trying to make light of her situation.

The only thing truly large about Miller was her smile and then her "Welcome!"

HEY, COMPADES!
GET TWO FREE
CDs FROM
CIRCUIT CITY!

SAY "HASTA LA VISTA" TO HIGH PRICES AND "HOLA" TO 2 FREE CDs, THANKS TO GTE'S NEW GREAT PRICE PLANS.

600 MINUTES FOR AS LOW AS $35.**

GTE
AUTHORIZED WIRELESS AGENT
CIRCUIT CITY

Lots of Choices, Lots of Answers for the Way You Talk.

Certain cellular telephone company fees and restrictions may apply in connection with service activation. Certain Circuit City fees may apply in connection with equipment purchase. New service activation through Circuit City-authorized cellular telephone company requires a minimum 1-year contract with a minimum monthly service charge. A $300 cancellation fee will apply for early cancellation of service. The state of California assesses a sales tax on the unactivated retail price of cellular phones. *This offer is available from August 1, 1998, to state of California fees, and total value will not exceed $300. **This offer is available at all San Diego locations. Mechanically reproduced coupons will be disqualified. **This GTE Cellular plan includes 100 anytime minutes with the $10 option of $50 night and weekend minutes. Activation subject to credit approval by GTE Wireless. Taxes, directory assistance, long distance and roaming charges are additional.

CALL 1-800-284-4556 FOR STORE NEAREST YOU.
HTTP://WWW.CIRCUITCITY.COM
Porn King of La Costa

From right in 1979 after going off in a limousine to meet some "friends," years before, Albert Rrom, one of La Costa's patrons, was interviewed by a reporter from the San Diego Evening Tribune. "Jim's don't drink, smoke, or chase around other women," Rom said. "People think Teaoers money is bad because it is associated with some who gangsters. That isn't true. They have access to huge sums of money. It's only logical for them to invest." Rom's statement, of course, came years before Hoffs's disappearance, the hit on Teamoers lawyer Allen Dunham, and the nutcase of a British teamoer Alan Clark and media hit on Emmy "The Woman" Thompson forever linked the resort's organized crime.

WE MUST BE CRAZY SALE!
Buy any complete pair of eyeglasses and get
50% off a second complete pair with any 300 choosing
FREE Scratch Coat, Tint & UV on all Rx lenses
$30 Off All Designer Frames
may not be reused
EYEGlass FACTORIES
1163 Hennepin Blvd. - 577-6444

Get a Leg Up on Summer!
Summer is just around the corner. And you can have
smooth, easy legs from your ankles to the knees with laser removal. It's a safe, fast, gentle and
long-lasting way to remove unwanted hair.

CONTACT LENSES
$59
• BAUCH & LOMM
• EXTENDED HARD, SOFT & RIGID
• RIGID & SOFT LENSES
• INCLUDES EVERYTHING
• FREE EXAM & ADJUSTMENT
• CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

DR. ROBERT M. HOWARD
Eyecare Plus
7841 Balboa Avenue, Suite 201 - 278-EYES

EYE EXAM & LENSES
$59

Reduced Fees on Epilation

¢ Decades of experience in the field of cosmetics.
¢ Specializes in microdermabrasion, a nonsurgical treatment for aging.
¢ Spectacular results achieved using photoepilation and biostimulation.
¢ Half price on second treatment.

Center for Cosmetic Surgery
Mission Bay Medical Group
619-273-4933

Call for your complimentary

Visit our Web site to view the "before" and "after" photographs.
www.cosmeticcenter.com

READER MATCHES, ALL OF THE WEEK
[New Reading Spot]
FILLING THE BLANKS
I enjoy doing (your favorite) pouchtime here (usually about)
(your available time here). My ideal evening would be
(your evening here).

This week's winner of two
Harbor Tours

1-900-546-5999
$1.99 minute, $0.99 live minutes (24 hrs only)

HORNBLER CRUISES & EVENTS
B Street Pier Downtown
Looking for that "peaches & cream" complexion?

Introducing the most logical, highly-proven method for obtaining an engineering degree: 2+2 = 4.

It makes perfect sense. Spend four years in two years at Cuyamaca College and earn your College in Engineering by Cuyamaca College. Our program is designed to give you the best of both worlds: the benefits of a four-year degree from a highly-regarded institution, with the opportunity to complete your degree in half the time.

Cuyamaca College Engineering

\[ \text{Engineering Degree in Two Years} \]

With our program, you can complete your degree in half the time, giving you more time to focus on your career and personal life. Our faculty and staff are dedicated to providing you with the skills and knowledge you need to succeed in today's competitive job market.

Contact us today to learn more about our engineering degree program.

Cuyamaca College Engineering

\[ \text{2+2 = 4} \]

Looking for that "peaches & cream" complexion? Look no further! Our affordable Quality EyeCare offers a wide range of contact lenses at unbeatable prices. From daily wear to monthly disposables, we have something for every need and budget. Visit our website or contact us today to schedule your appointment and experience the difference for yourself.

Affordable Quality EyeCare

Quality EyeCare for Every Budget

Contact us today to schedule your appointment and learn more about our contact lenses options.

Sorrento Valley Optical

Quality EyeCare for Every Budget

Contact us today to schedule your appointment and learn more about our contact lenses options.

Affordable Quality EyeCare

Quality EyeCare for Every Budget

Contact us today to schedule your appointment and learn more about our contact lenses options.

Affordable Quality EyeCare

Quality EyeCare for Every Budget

Contact us today to schedule your appointment and learn more about our contact lenses options.
LETTERS

WALTER ANDERSEN NURSERY

Grand Opening of our Poway Store
$5 off any purchase of $15 or more.

Extremely Accurate

I am pleased that our paper has published an article on the drug situation in our area. Accurate is always well meant. The County of San Diego can use any help the high school, area is in the fight against drugs. The article titled "Intruders," written by the local, in the July 16 edition of this publication is an accurate representation of the problem. Drug dealing is not what people associate with teens, women, and old people anymore. The problem is real.

Margaret C. Cukrowicz
San Diego

Congratulations On Your Article

On behalf of those here and now at home in our excellent article "Why We Moore," we would like to express our appreciation for the excellent work you are doing.

Anna Wilmot
Center on Drugs

Revival As Sick Pervert

Just read the statement you included in your article. I feel it is very damaging to the people who read it. It is very damaging to the people who believe it. It is very damaging to the people who are hurt by it. It is very damaging to the people who are hurt by it. It is very damaging to the people who are hurt by it. It is very damaging to the people who are hurt by it.

Karen Jones
La Cañada, Calif.

We're Good In Beds!

BRUCE RED "299"
YUMA RED "169"

No Sales Tax W/T ALE

the furniture outlet
Realistically priced furniture
4025 Goldfinch • Mission Hills • (619) 297-6558

CALENDAR

One Hundred Cigarette Butts
Seaside Cleanup in Carlsbad

California beaches have taken much attention, which has resulted in a drop in litter. However, there is still much work to be done. One Hundred Cigarette Butts is a group dedicated to cleaning up our beaches. They will be holding a seaside cleanup in Carlsbad on Saturday, October 1st. Volunteers are needed to help clean up the beach from 8 AM to 12 PM. Please bring gloves, trash bags, and a water bottle. This is a great opportunity to help our environment and make a difference in our community.

Local Events

Link to local events in Carlsbad, San Diego, and La Jolla.

Art Museum & Gallery Walks

The Art Museum and Gallery Walks are held every first Friday of the month. Volunteers are needed to help with the event. Please contact the Art Museum for more information.

Theater Reviews

Review of the latest theater productions in Carlsbad.

Restaurant Reviews

Review of the latest restaurant reviews in Carlsbad.

Music Reviews

Review of the latest music reviews in Carlsbad.

Local News

News and updates about the local community.

Local News Guide

Guide to local news and events.
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4 O'CLOCK
Fridays.
EVERYTHING you
NEED & FORGET
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday AND Thursday.

July 31
August 7, 14, 21, 28
September 4

Dave Wakeling
Bag Tumor Operator
The Undertakers
Common Sense
Rockets

LECTURES

Polar Bear Plunge and Hippo Beach all lit up for everyone to see.

Amazing shows and spectacular musical events to marvel on. Nighturnal animals, glowing off in the moonlight. They're all here waiting for you and your family to join the evening’s festivities. (Sleepwear and slippers are optional.)

Volunteer Co-Captain
San Diego Zoo
A night well spent.

Buy 1 Adult Deluxe
Admission, after 5 pm, & Receive 1 Adult or Child Deluxe at 50% Off!

20% Off!
Great Savings on All Backpacks!
Sales from a wide variety of plush, vinyl, and fashion backpacks for adults and children.

Save $1!
Purchase a 32 oz. Zipper with a unique Animal Head Topper filled with the soft drink of your choice and save $1.00 off the normal retail price.

Go Baby Go To have the future where you and your child have the opportunity to share the wonder of the Animal Kingdom.

San Diego Zoo
1 Zoo Drive, San Diego, CA 92101
(619) 234-3153
www.sandiegozoo.org

FINE ART LIVE MUSIC FOOD & FUN
SUNDAY, AUGUST 2, 1998
10:00 AM - 7:00 PM
ALONG FIFTH AVENUE FROM UNIVERSITY TO IVY LANE
Go Fishing for $60,000 on Mondays at Sycuan... and you can even DOUBLE YOUR WINNINGS!

Win the chance to fish in the Sycuan pool for $1,000, $5,000, $25,000... even $50,000 every Monday in August!

And you can even DOUBLE YOUR WINNINGS simply by hooking a special double fish.

Here’s the deal:
1) 10 lucky fishermen will earn chances to win at Sycuan for cash prizes from $100 to $50,000.
2) Win the cash amount on the fish you catch.
3) Hook a special double fish and win DOUBLE YOUR WINNINGS.

The summer is heating up at Sycuan, so begin earning entry tickets today by fishing at Sycuan Monday nights in August, beginning at 7:30 pm. You must apply by 8:00 pm.

Fishing for Cash
Every Monday
August 3, 10, 17, 24, 31

Sycuan CASINO
MUSEUMS

REMEMBERING MR. SHAWN'S NEW YORKER

Reading

Mr. Shawn's New Yorker

by Adam Selzer

(REPRINT)

Mr. Shawn was a reader, a writer, a publisher, and a changed man. He was also one of the most influential figures in the history of American literature. His contributions to the world of publishing are immeasurable, and his influence on the arts in general and on the New Yorker in particular cannot be overstated.

Mr. Shawn was born in 1904 in Brooklyn, New York. He graduated from the City College of New York in 1925 and began his career as an editorial assistant at the magazine. In 1936, he became editor of The New Yorker, a position he held until his death in 1978.

Mr. Shawn's influence on the magazine was profound. He was known for his sharp eye for talent, and he published the work of many of the greatest writers of the 20th century. He also had a keen sense of humor, and his wit and witiness were known to his readers.

Mr. Shawn's legacy lives on today. The New Yorker remains one of the most respected and influential magazines in the world, and his work continues to inspire and entertain generations of readers.

Mr. Shawn's New Yorker: The Invisible Art of Editing

by Adam Selzer

CHAPTER 1

The New Yorker

by Adam Selzer

The New Yorker is a weekly magazine that has been publishing since 1925. It is known for its satirical humor, its literary fiction, and its high-quality journalism. The magazine is owned by Condé Nast, a media company that also publishes Vanity Fair, GQ, and Vogue.

The New Yorker's origins can be traced back to 1925, when Harold Ross founded the magazine with the aim of creating a new kind of magazine that would be both entertaining and informative. Ross's idea was to create a magazine that would be as alive as the city of New York, where it was based.

The magazine quickly gained a reputation for its high-quality journalism and its satirical humor. It has won numerous awards, including the Pulitzer Prize, and it has been praised for its literary fiction, its poetry, and its music reviews.

The New Yorker is known for its distinctive voice, which is characterized by its wit and wisdom. The magazine's writers are known for their ability to see the world from a unique perspective, and their work is often both funny and incisive.

Mr. Shawn's New Yorker: The Invisible Art of Editing

by Adam Selzer

CHAPTER 2

The New Yorker's Editors

by Adam Selzer

The New Yorker has a long and distinguished history of editors, each of whom has left their mark on the magazine. The first editor, Harold Ross, was known for his vision and his commitment to high-quality journalism. He was also known for his wit and his incisive observations.

The New Yorker's current editor is Rich饮e, who took over the role in 2007. Richdrine is known for his commitment to the magazine's literary fiction, his love of the arts, and his dedication to the magazine's readers.

Mr. Shawn's New Yorker: The Invisible Art of Editing

by Adam Selzer

CHAPTER 3

The New Yorker's Future

by Adam Selzer

The New Yorker is facing many challenges in the 21st century. The digital age has changed the way people read and consume content, and the magazine must adapt to these changes in order to survive.

The magazine has been publishing online since 1996, but it is still struggling to find its place in the digital world. The magazine's website is not very user-friendly, and its content is not as easily accessible as that of other digital platforms.

The New Yorker is also facing financial challenges. The magazine's advertising revenue has been declining for several years, and the magazine has been forced to cut back on its staff and its output.

Despite these challenges, the New Yorker remains one of the most respected and influential magazines in the world. Its commitment to high-quality journalism and its dedication to its readers will ensure that it continues to thrive for many years to come.
A Lot More than "Basta"

Repin's hypnotic immersion in the score was communicated to the audience with irresistible magnetism.

W

While growing up in the hands of Oscar winning Toronto Metropolitan Opera, siring two of the three operas that were his heart and soul, and the city of Boston, he was an ardent advocate of the arts. He taught at the University of Oregon, where he was a professor for many years. His passion for teaching was never overshadowed by his talent for conducting. He was the founder and artistic director of the San Francisco Opera, an institution he dedicated himself to until his death. He was a true visionary and a master of his craft.

The music and the story of Repin's conducting career are the focus of "Basta," a compelling biographical film that explores his life and work. The film captures the essence of Repin's music, his dedication to excellence, and the impact he had on the world of opera.

The film features an all-star cast of international opera stars, including Plácido Domingo, Renée Fleming, and Josh Groban. The score is by Oscar-winning composer John Williams, who brings his signature style and passion to the project.

"Basta" is a heartwarming and inspiring story that celebrates the life and legacy of Repin. It is a must-see for opera lovers and music enthusiasts alike.

The film is set to premiere on a date that will be announced in the coming weeks. For more information about "Basta" and to stay updated on the latest news, follow us on social media and visit our website.

For information, please visit www.basta.com.
Miss Butterfly/ Madame Saigon

Fortunately for me, I had an interpreter.

In the end, both performers impressed me. Roy is a very powerful singer, with a good range of emotions. His performance was quite convincing, and he managed to convey the character's complex emotions effectively.

On the other hand, Stephanie was a more subdued performer. Despite her limited range, she managed to convey the character's emotions in a more restrained way. Overall, I would say that both performers did an excellent job, but Roy's performance was more powerful and convincing.
ALL THE WORLD'S A STAGE...

CALIFORNIA THEATRE

Two speeches on the subject. 

One by a woman. 

The other by a man. 

Both are delivered in perfect English. 

The woman is wearing a black suit. 

The man is wearing a red tie.

LA JOLLA PLAYHOUSE
WEST COAST PREMIERE

"Maye a work of genius."

NATIONAL TELEVISION

"The new and revised 1960 Revival

The Broadway hit is back. Bigger than ever. Bette Davis is back."

NIXON'S NIXON

by Russell Law
Nothing has ever held you like this
He Was, Like, in a Coma

You can't have water bottles, cell phones

Addiction, Addiction, Addiction

And don't just put the4 addiction patients in prison.

SUGGESTION EDITORIAL WARNING: Copyright

Public Park

Kool
TOWER RECORDS

Calendar

MUSIC SCENE

SALSA
ON THE BAY

AMERICAN LEGENDS AND "CALIFORNIA SALSA"

FRIDAY, JULY 31

LATIN FUSION

Fearless Fusion of "Salsa,
"Cumbia," and "Bolero"

WAVES OF "BACHATA"

FREE DANCE LESSONS WITH "Waves of Bachata"

RECEIVED IN PART BY DMS & B

TOWER RECORDS

Every Jazz CD is on sale now!

Tower Records

LA JOLLA

SPORTS ARENA

COLLEGE AREA

www.towerrecords.com

4th & B

345 "B" St., Downtown SD • 231-1443

Maze
FRANKIE BEVERLY

SQUIRREL NUT ZIPPER

SQUINTS • PRODUCED BY ITALIAN

BRIAN McKNIGHT

THE PJ JAM

TRICKY

ROCK CARNIVAL '98

GOSPEL MUSIC CELEBRATION

JAGUAR

EDDIE MONEY

MORCHEEBA

EMERSON, LAKE, & PALMER

KEIKO MATSUI

The Devil's

Tori Amos

San Diego State University

1998 Season

Open Air Theatre

Thursday August 6 8:00pm

EARTH, WIND & FIRE

Friday October 2 8:00pm

Iron Maiden

Dio, Dirty Deeds & Cage

This Monday! August 3

Buddy Guy

Jonny Lang

Big Head Todd & The Monsters

Friday August 21

Steve Miller Band

Big Bad Voodoo Daddy

Sunday August 23

Joe Cocker

Thursday September 24

Open Air Theatre

Tower Records • R缤纷多彩 Toy Store

CALL-FOR-TIX 220-TIXS

Tower records is available in the G Co. Arena

& SDU U. Center Box Office.

Tickets info: www.billyspresents.com

PRODUCED BY BILL SILVA PRESENTS
Snobastic Boys - Coming into God's House

7th Annual Beastie Boys Festival

Featuring:
- Beastie Boys
- Smashing Pumpkins
- Pixies
- Rancid
- The Offspring
-唐朝

Dates:
- September 8
- September 9

Tickets:
- General admission: $15
- VIP tickets: $25

Call 800-555-1212 for more information.
**CONCERT SOUNDBOARD**

**DECADENCE**

**DV8 SUMMER LUAU**

**MISS MISSION BEACH POST PARTY**

**THE NATTER THE RICKS & ROGER SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER**

**BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN IN SHANGHAI**

**ROYAL CROWN REVIVAL**

**OCEANFRONT OUTDOOR DINING**

**FROM OUR ROOFTOP DECK - SUNDAY NIGHTS ARE GOOD HEAVEN**

**QUINO**

**BIG MOUNTAIN SOULFIRE (R.I.A.)) & DI CARLOS CULTURE**

**MOLLY HATCHET — NO SHOVEL**

**COMMON SENSE**

**KOTTON MOUTH KINGS**

**18th REUNION PARTY**

**GENTORTURERS**

**THE SPECIALS**

**THE KNACK IS BACK!**

**PUBLIC ENEMY**

**PUBLIC ENEMY**

**CYPRESS HILL**

**WYCLEF JEAN & THE REFUGEE ALL-STARS**

**WITH CANIBUS**

**GANGSTARR**

**BUSTA RHYMES & BLACK EYED PEAWS**

---

**FREE LINE DIRECTIONS**

The Free Line 38918 on 6/1 37918 on 6/2 August 37398 on 6/3 August 37398 on 6/4 August 37918 on 6/5 August 37918 on 6/6 August 37918 on 6/7 August 37918 on 6/8

---

**FREE CONCERT “PINK FLOYD”**

“We want to be one of the few places where you can really have a good time.”

---

**CLUB TREMORS**

**BOOGIE NIGHTS**

**FRI & SAT NIGHTS WEEKEND PARTY**

**N-Z ROUGH**

**WEDNESDAY NIGHT**

**DANNY DEAN & THE HOMERRECKERS**

**CROCE’S THIS WEEK**

**CROCE’S THIS WEEK**

**CROCE’S THIS WEEK**

**CROCE’S THIS WEEK**

---

**BEND IT LIKE KROEGER**

**BEND IT LIKE KROEGER**

**BEND IT LIKE KROEGER**

**BEND IT LIKE KROEGER**

---

**COORS AMPHITHEATRE**

**COORS AMPHITHEATRE**

**COORS AMPHITHEATRE**

**COORS AMPHITHEATRE**

---

**COORS AMPHITHEATRE**

**COORS AMPHITHEATRE**

**COORS AMPHITHEATRE**

---

**COORS AMPHITHEATRE**

**COORS AMPHITHEATRE**

**COORS AMPHITHEATRE**

---

**COORS AMPHITHEATRE**

**COORS AMPHITHEATRE**

**COORS AMPHITHEATRE**

---
Twins Again
The taken-for-granted affluence is slightly sickening.

B

Bender.
Grasshopper Pie

"I would have total fulfillment if I could afford a French oven that gives a crisper crust."

T

he work of culinary innovation is an art not lost to the San Diego palate. In

its infancy, it was still nascent when San

diego foodies began to experiment with fresh

ingredients and new tastes, often taking their

lead from the innovative chefs in La Jolla and

other coastal cities.

The latest craze for home cooks is the French oven, which has been

promising to transform traditional French cooking techniques. The French

oven is a versatile appliance that can bake, grill, and roast foods to

perfection, offering a level of control that is unmatched by traditional

ovens. It has become a popular choice for home cooks who are seeking to

add a new dimension to their cooking.

I hope this new trend will continue to grow and that we will see more

innovations in the culinary world that benefit from the use of the French

oven. As we move forward, I look forward to seeing what new creations

will emerge from this exciting new field of cooking.
DO YOU HAVE A DREAM?
Free workshop will answer:

- How do I turn my ideas into cash?
- How do I get my book published?
- How do I get the money to launch my project?
- How do I form a business of my own?
- How do I get my invention into the market?
- How do I make money with my music?
- How do I spend myself into a new career?
- You'll be busy making a FORTUNE in a real job!

This workshop will be an answer to your prayers and attend the workshop FREE WORKSHOP.

INCOME BUILDERS INTERNATIONAL
1-888-864-2452

OLD NAVY
WE ARE NOW HIRING FOR OUR NEW STORE AT MISSION VALLEY WEST.

The following positions are available:

SALES ASSOCIATES
Limited opportunities for team and great personal satisfaction. Position based on ability.

MANAGEMENT POSITIONS
We are looking for energetic, motivated, and aggressive business leaders. Sales experience is helpful but not necessary. We offer a full range of management positions to meet every level of talent. The following positions are available:

- Sales Manager
- Assistant Manager
- Store Manager

Top talent wanted!

TELEMARKETERS
- No selling • 8-hour flexible hours
- Computer skills a plus • Excellent pay
- Shifts Available
- Workshops: 3,600 a.m. - 10 p.m.
- Saturdays: 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.

Call for appointment:
5900 Worldmark Drive, Ste. 300 upper Suite
San Diego, CA 92105, Tel: 619-430-2000 x105
Fax: 619-430-1920

Further your career without interrupting it.

For information on a variety of degree programs from our leading degree programs in San Diego, please call for more information. We offer a comprehensive range of programs including computer science, business administration, and communications. For more information, please call 619-430-2000 x105.
I Love Mira Mesa

Love Mira Mesa Fair, February 14, 1976. According to former San Diego Senior Civil Engineer James F. McLaughlin (his 1966 oral history), Mira Mesa required a lot of fixing up to become as lovely as it is.

"I think the Mira Mesa subdivision occurred probably about 1963 or 1964. But then the subdivision went bankrupt. It sat fallow for three or four years before, finally, it got out of bankruptcy and was taken over by somebody who could handle it..."

"It was just a mess, just undeveloped, just a tangle of dirt and brush. There was an interesting development because after the bankruptcy proceedings, the land was parceled off and sold to a multiplicity of owners. In other words, that is how the court settled the bankruptcy problem. There were an awful lot of people in those who had no interest in the community itself. Their interest was only in just developing their own little parcel of land and getting 100 lots out of it, or something like that, and walking off and leaving it. So there was no subdivider there who was really responsible for the continuity of the development of the community. It did not have schools and there were no park sites; the roads were poor; the utilities were overloaded, and things like that just made it a very unhappy place to live."

(From the San Diego Historical Society, Photograph Collection)
$6 CLASSIFIEDS!

By Anne Albright

Kid Stuff

Johnny doesn't seem to care where we are when he's awake. He still wants to eat, sleep, and use the toilet, but he's not interested in where we are. I don't think it matters to him. He just wants to be with us and be safe.

One day, while we were walking in the park, I noticed that something was wrong with his eye. I took him to the vet, and they said it was just a minor infection. They gave him some medication, and it cleared up in a few days.

Another time, we were at the beach and he got too close to the water. He started to cry and wouldn't leave the beach. We had to take him home and make sure he was safe.

I love having him around. He's a great companion and always puts me in a good mood.

Lactating Homo Sapiens

By Anne Albright

Kid Stuff

Johnny doesn't seem to care where we are when he's awake. He still wants to eat, sleep, and use the toilet, but he's not interested in where we are. I don't think it matters to him. He just wants to be with us and be safe.

One day, while we were walking in the park, I noticed that something was wrong with his eye. I took him to the vet, and they said it was just a minor infection. They gave him some medication, and it cleared up in a few days.

Another time, we were at the beach and he got too close to the water. He started to cry and wouldn't leave the beach. We had to take him home and make sure he was safe.

I love having him around. He's a great companion and always puts me in a good mood.